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 THE LIGHT #2, 2015. Graphite pencil, prismacolor pencil, ink, acrylic on paper, 30 x 40 inches framed

Paul Glabicki: THE LIGHT Drawing Series

September 8 – October 15, 2016

THE LIGHT drawing series explores notions of light in a variety of form, context, symbol, signification, and asso-
ciation.  Sources, data and references – often presented and composed simultaneously – encompass the colliding 
worlds of science, religion, and art.  From light as an elemental particle/photon, a measurable wave set in motion or 
shaped by forces of gravity, to spectral and spiritual phenomena, visual experience and component of color and color 
perception, or subjective/objective experience, each piece in the series evolves in complexity, juxtaposition, scale, 
optical play, and manipulation of data and medium.  

Botticelli’s spectral spirits (from his Dante’s Inferno drawings) share a multilayered compositional space with data 
on optics and quantum physics.  Light (Yellow) is placed in stark contrast with dark (Black). Theories of Josef Albers 
collide with the theories of Albert Einstein, properties of crystals, alchemy and mysticism.  Representations of light 
and shape contrast spatially and in mass with gestural marks both real (actual paint/brush strokes) and simulated 
(drawn and replicated echoes).  

Like previous drawing series (CODEX, SYNCHRONICITY, ACCOUNTING FOR, ORDER, and RELATIVITY) strate-
gies of semiotics and language are at play, filtering and arranging the selection and composition of thematic material, 
while orchestrated through the interaction of surface, media, and the imagination of the artist.

Paul Glabicki is reknowned for his experimental film animations that have appeared at major film festivals, as well as na-
tional and international museum exhibitions. His animation work in film has been carefully crafted by means of thousands 
of hand-drawn images on paper - each drawing representing both a frame of film and a unique complete work on paper. 
His film works have been widely screened at such prestigious sites as the National Gallery of Art, New York Film Festival at 
Lincoln Center, the Cannes Film Festival, the Museum of Modern Art,  Whitney Museum of Art in New York (Whitney Bien-
nial), and the Venice Biennale. He has received numerous awards, grants, and fellowships, including a Guggenheim Fellow-
ship, grants from the National Endowment for the Arts, the American Film Institute, and several grants from the Pennsylvania 
Council on the Arts.


